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solutions



Exceptional twist action brass ball pen that exhibits all 
the hallmarks of refined elegance. It has a finely tuned 
spring-loaded clip and a superb lacquered finish. 
Noblesse has a black large volume refill with 4000 
metres of German manufactured Dokumental ink and 
a tungsten carbide ball for improved writing quality. 

The silver pen and the black pen with rose gold 
accents laser engrave to a natural etch finish, while 
the blue pen and the black pen with silver accents 
laser engrave to a silver mirror finish. 

The Pierre Cardin logo is tastefully engraved on the 
centre ring and clip. It can be presented in an optional 
Pierre Cardin sleeve or Pierre Cardin gift box.

Set of four coasters in a holder which is manufactured 
from PU leather with smart white stitching. 
The coasters feature a soft non-marking velvet base 
and the set is presented in a black gift box.

Pierre Cardin 
Noblesse Pen

Brooklyn Coaster Set
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Unique beanie which is knitted from warm acrylic yarn. 
The built in Bluetooth headphones will play music for 
up to three hours and can be recharged from any USB 
port or a mains adapter. They are easily removed from 
the beanie for charging and to enable the beanie to be 
washed. Melody is supplied with a Micro-B USB cable 
and an instruction leaflet.

Stylish Bluetooth speaker which offers high definition 
stereo sound and is compatible with all mobile devices 
that support Bluetooth. It has a wireless connectivity 
range of over 10 metres and can also be used with an 
audio cable. Playing time is 3-4 hours and it is easily 
recharged from a laptop, a power bank or a USB mains 
adapter. It has a microphone for phone calls and music 
playback can be controlled directly from the speaker. 
Polaris is presented in a gift box with a Micro-B USB 
cable, an audio cable and an instruction leaflet. 

Melody Bluetooth 
Beanie

Polaris Bluetooth 
Speaker

Smart 1800mm x 1300mm picnic blanket that folds 
into a compact unit which has a Velcro closure and 
a carry handle. 

Manufactured from woven acrylic with a waterproof 
PEVA backing.

Denver Picnic Blanket
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Two piece wine glass set with waiters friend. 
This set is beautifully boxed in a black two piece 
gift box with foam insert. 450ml capacity.

Unrivalled set of futuristic Bluetooth earbuds which 
produce 80 minutes of incredible high definition stereo 
sound at full volume. They are stored in a compact 
carry case with its own built-in power supply. 

When the earbuds are placed in the case after use 
they lock into their magnetic docking ports and are 
automatically recharged ready for next time. The 
case will fully charge the earbuds 1.5 times and it can 
be recharged from any USB port or mains adapter. 

The earbuds have a built-in microphone which allows 
the user to take phone calls while using them and 
they are supplied with a Micro-B USB cable and an 
instruction leaflet.

Wine Glass Set

Avatar Bluetooth 
Earbuds
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Impressive large 32L cooler bag with PE foam 
insulation encased in a PEVA inner liner. 

The outer construction is natural 410gsm heavy 
cotton canvas with stunning leather-look PU 
accents. It has woven carry handles with a domed 
cuff closure and woven shoulder straps which are 
adjustable and removable. 

Other features include a zippered top closure and a 
large front slip pocket.

Outstanding large 16L cooler basket with a strong 
aluminium frame which folds flat when it is not 
in use.

It has PE foam insulation encased in a waterproof 
PEVA inner liner and a secure zippered top opening. 
The outer construction is poly-canvas with an on-
trend heather style finish. 

Iceland has a handy slip pocket on the front and 
soft rubber hand grips.

Canvas Cooler Bag Iceland Cooler Basket
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Adult size hooded towel which is ideal for staying 
warm and dry after swimming or at the beach. It is 
manufactured from soft 250gsm microfibre and 
can be branded on one side with edge-to-edge full 
colour print. There is a choice of eight overlocking 
thread colours. 

W 780mm x H 1090mm (when worn, excludes hood).

Dated from January to December 2022, this 
elegant planner is formatted to show one day per 
page - providing plenty of space to record events, 
appointments, to-dos, reminders and plans. 
The opening section displays the whole year at a 
glance before showing a month-by-month breakdown. 

The classic hard cover A5 planner features ivory-
coloured paper with rounded edges, a bookmark 
ribbon, and an elastic closure for privacy. 

The expandable back pocket provides space for 
storing notes and includes the history of Moleskine, 
as well as three pages of adhesive flags for marking 
important dates and events. A customizable ’In case 
of loss’ notice is printed on the first page, while the 
Moleskine logo is subtly debossed on the back cover 
and printed on the inside front cover. 

Adult Hooded Towel

Moleskine 2022 
Daily Planner
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Stunning double wall, vacuum insulated stainless 
steel drinkware set which is beautifully presented in a 
black gift box. 

The set includes a 500ml Mirage Powder Coated 
Vacuum Bottle and a 300ml Cordia Vacuum Cup 
which is also powder coated. Mirage has a secure 
screw-on stainless steel lid and will keep drinks cold 
for up to 24 hours and hot for up to 12 hours. Cordia 
has a transparent push-on lid with a sliding closure, 
and will keep drinks hot for up to three hours. 

Both items are BPA-free and laser engrave to a shiny 
steel finish, except for the silver bottle and cup, which 
do not have a powder coated finish and laser engrave 
to a natural etch. These products are not dishwasher 
safe and handwashing is recommended.

Superb double wall, vacuum insulated stainless steel 
drinkware set which is beautifully presented in a black 
gift box. 

It includes a 500ml Mirage Heritage Vacuum Bottle 
and a 300ml Cordia Heritage Vacuum Cup which both 
have a deluxe wood grain finish. Mirage has a secure 
screw-on stainless steel lid and will keep drinks cold 
for up to 24 hours and hot for up to 12 hours. Cordia 
has a transparent push-on lid with a sliding closure 
and will keep drinks hot for up to three hours. 

Both items are BPA-free and laser engrave to a shiny 
steel finish. These products are not dishwasher safe 
and handwashing is recommended.

Cordia Vacuum 
Gift Set

Heritage Vacuum 
Gift Set
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Premium 300ml double wall, vacuum insulated 
stainless steel coffee mug. It has a unique 
copper lining on the inner wall which improves its 
performance and the outer wall has a tough powder 
coated finish. 

Elite will keep drinks hot for up to 12 hours and cold 
for up to 24 hours. It features a secure screw on 
lid with a push button activated flip closure which 
is spring loaded for smooth, effortless operation. 
The locking mechanism on the lid prevents leaks 
and spills even if the cup is knocked over. 

This precision coffee mug is BPA-free and laser 
engraves to stainless steel finish. It is presented in 
a Swiss Peak gift box with an information leaflet 
included. This product is not dishwasher safe and 
handwashing is recommended.

Classically designed four person picnic bag which is 
manufactured from poly-canvas that has an on-trend, 
heather style fabric finish. 

It has a large zippered cooler compartment which 
is lined with thick PE foam insulation encased in a 
waterproof PEVA inner liner. The side compartment 
has a zip around closure that allows it to open out 
to 90 degrees revealing plates, cutlery, napkins 
and glasses for four people as well as salt and 
pepper shakers. 

Other features include an external zippered pocket, 
carry handles with a PU/Velcro wrap and a removable 
shoulder strap which is adjustable and has a 
comfortable shoulder pad.

Swiss Peak Elite 
Copper Vacuum Mug

Hampton Picnic Bag
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Elegant cheese board which is manufactured from 
acacia wood. It has four soft non-marking pads on 
the base and a compact drawer which opens to 
reveal a set of three cheese knives and a cheese fork.

Montgomery laser engraves to a natural etch and is 
beautifully presented in a matt black gift box. Wood 
is a natural material which produces unavoidable 
variances in the grain pattern, colour and branding.

Montgomery 
Cheese Board

Perfect for use in any outdoor area. This table holds 
4 glasses, a wine bottle & has plenty of room for all 
your snacks. Not recommended as a cheese board.

Trekk Picnic Table
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This handy seat can be carried as a backpack, has 
an insulated cooler section and a two person picnic 
set with plates, cutlery, bottle opener, cutting board 
and glasses.

Trekk Cooler Seat 
Picnic Set
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Who we are.
Promoting your business is easy when you can find 
all your branding solutions in one place. 
That’s our mission at Geared Up Solutions – to provide a one-stop-shop for our clients 
to source all of their promotional items, PPE, signage and apparel. 

We are a full service apparel, print and promotional company with in-house design, the best 
work wear brands, and thousands of print promotional products to choose from. Our clients 
are diverse, and from a range of industries including mining and industrial, health care, 
recruitment, education, FMCG, finance, not-for-profit, and hospitality. We pride ourselves 
on our client-driven approach and personalised service.

Our people.
Geared Up Solutions maintains an ongoing 
commitment to providing a responsible 
and supportive working environment for 
all GUS resellers, employees and Supplier 
Partner personnel. 

We have a multi-functional and multicultural 
team which includes account managers, sales 
experts, in-house designers, printing and 
warehouse staff. 

Our valued clients.



07 3667 9933  |  sales@gearedupsolutions.com  |  www.gearedupsolutions.com

CAPABILITY       CAPACITY       CONFIDENCE

Online Corporate Wardrobe

• National uniform roll out
• Custom catalogue developed with secure 

online ordering
• Tailored for corporate, HQ, and franchisees

Feedback from staff from all stores was extremely 
positive – the catalogue was easy to use, delivery was 
quick, and the clothing and merchandise was high 
quality. Nationally, stores embraced the new uniform, 
with consistent uptake across all regions.

National Launch

• All signage – life size cut outs and wall wraps
• Event tees and matching merch picked, packed 

and delivered
• New collection launched nationally – delivered in 

full-on time and error free

The print quality and vibrancy of colour ensured a 
simple tee was a scene stealer, complemented by on 
brand corporate merchandise and signage.

Fleet Wrapping

• Rapid expansion called for equally rapid solutions
• Striking full vehicle wrap, multiple models
• A driving force in brand messaging

The company brand and its values are front and centre 
at every time the vehicles hit the road, whether used 
on job, for meetings, appointments or commuting any 
where at any time.

Event Wear and Gifts

• Photo sublimation on 200 polo shirts
• Custom gifts sublimated
• 3-day turn around, in-house production

Our race club client rang us on Monday needing 
200 shirts for an event that weekend. Their needs 
were urgent and unique: a much-loved jockey 
was retiring and they wanted to make his final day 
something to remember. 

Client case studies



EVENT WEAR 
APPAREL.
We can supply all branded apparel including 
corporate apparel and polos. 

PROMOTIONAL 
PRODUCTS.
We have a wide range of branded promotional 
products and can also offer custom items. 

CAN'T FIND WHAT 
YOU'RE LOOKING FOR?
Get in touch and we can help you 
find a solution. 

Jamie Williams
jamie@gearedupsolutions.com
0419 675 477

SIGNAGE.
Custom safety and brand signage, including 
wall wraps, posters, decals, floor stickers, 
banners, and more. 


